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I have spent significant amount of time searching for information regarding the EEC and I have
come across readily available reliable sources of information. Continuous is on anytime the
EEC is in operation. KAM receives its power directly from the battery. If the car battery is
disconnected, or if the battery voltage falls too low, the KAM is preserved capacitors internal to
the EEC. Stored codes are very useful in determining potential trouble. They are widely
published on many web sites and so, will not be listed here. The air temperature sensor, the
engine temperature sensor, and the Oxygen Sensors O2 or HEGO are also used to help
determine fuel and timing requirements. When the ignition is first turned on, the EEC takes a
quick reading of the MAP and stores that value as atmospheric barometric pressure for
calculations during running. Here is a graph of the two output levels that signify
out-of-tolerance values that cause correction factors to be calculated by the EEC and applied to
the injector pulse width as well as being written to correction tables in KAM, which is called
Adaptive Control. The Tweecer logs these as 3. Pulse width is a term to describe how much
average voltage is applied to an injector coil over a given time span - typically about 2. The
Adaptive Control will also monitor how the engine is responding to the way you drive and make
adjustments. Your ET may improve slightly after several runs as the Adaptive Strategy shifts
from street driving to drag racing. Notice that there are variances between the table values for
different year cars. These tables also vary for differences in transmissions, etc. Closed loop
operation can sometimes be modified without problems and within EPA guidelines. This has
allowed some manufacturers to market cars and parts that are emissions legal e. Kenne Bell â€”
for which Mike Wesley has done work, and Saleen. Approximately items in a 93 Mustang can be
changed or logged. Below is a graph of data collected by Rick Wagner, which illustrates the
conditions under which his EEC made the transition to closed loop. One thing that stands out
here is that temperature is only one of the parameters that the EEC looks at for closed loop. The
EEC sees only one crank position sensor signal, a short signal on the shutter wheel in the
distributor shutter wheel. The Hall effect "pickup coil" as it is generally known has a magnetic
field that is interrupted from the sensor by a wheel containing shutters that spin past the
sensor. There is one shutter that is skinny and this is how the EEC knows the 1 piston top dead
center position by its mechanical relationship through the timing chain and distributor gear.
This is also how the EEC knows where each cylinder is in the firing order due to monitoring the
time rate between PIP signals changing rpms and the internal firing order data, which enables it
to control sequentially the firing of the injectors. The computer interpolates ratios values for
load and rpm between the table values so timing is adjusted for every cylinder firing. The spark
curve is not really aggressive when compared to distributor curves of pre-computer controlled
cars. This is one table value that can be changed for better performance. Performance
mechanical advance distributors have full advance by about 2, rpm. Notice fuel enrichment is
increased through 3, rpm where it is reduced with increasing rpm. The difference is that in open
loop and at less than WOT, this feature monitors O2 sensors and writes correction trim factors
to KAM, which are applied to the base table value for future calculations. This is accomplished
by varying injector pulse width. The rate at which Adaptive Control writes these correction
factors to KAM is slow enough to filter out short duration upsets in the mixture. At WOT the
Adaptive Control still functions but it does not update or write correction factors to KAM for
application to the base tables â€” it defaults to the already stored trim values, if any have been
written, for the load and engine temperature experienced in the WOT load range. When the EEC
reaches a point where it is satisfied with all monitored parameters, it will transition to closed
loop operation. This will occur when the EEC table values are calling for the ratios close to
stoichiometric In warm up mode or WOT the O2 sensors are not used because they can only
send signals that indicate a ratio above or below Here are a couple of Tweecer data graphs. A
word of caution to those who install long tube headers. In order for the O2 sensors to operate
properly, they must be at, and stay at, a minimum temperature. If you place the HEGO O2
sensors farther away from the head than the stock location, you may have the sensor too far
away to keep it hot enough to read correctly due to the cooled exhaust gases. This causes the
EEC to enrich mixture and may cause plug fowling. Ceramic heat coating the headers will help
maintain exhaust gas temperature. The EEC has a timing table used to time the sampling of the
O2 sensors to coincide with the arrival of the latest cylinder exhaust pulse from each bank.
These depict two runs, one in third gear where he slows down and then speeds up and the
second is of a 3 rd -4 th gear run. The end result was a much cleaner, smoother running car.
You may have heard of problems getting them to start, idle, and run like a - 5. In the cars, Ford
made a major change to the spark calculations. The WOT spark function was deleted and now
the car uses the same spark tables for both part throttle and WOT spark calculations. The
problem with this is the spark table is based on RPM and Load. You can think of Load as
volumetric efficiency. It is a direct measurement of how much air is entering the engine. You

might be wondering what the big deal about Load is. Well, since Load is used in the spark
calculations, any change in Load will affect how much advance you get. Changes in the cam
and anything that puts more air into the cylinders will also affect Load. Change the flow
characteristics and you change Load. The decrease in Load is due to volumetric efficiency of
the engine dropping off. A typical 5. If you compare the spark values calculated by the 95 EEC
to the 93 values, you'll see they are not too much different. Change something on the engine
and it's a whole new ballgame. Let's take a MAF change as an example. An aftermarket MAF's
curve doesn't always follow the stock curve. In our example, we'll use RPM and 4. Input that into
the spark table and we get advance a bit over 26 degrees. With this particular MAF on our
baseline car, we saw a Load value of. By changing the MAF, we lost about 1. Some of this was
due to the loss in spark and fuel. It looks like there is a simple fix to this by bumping the
distributor up. Sounds good, and it will help get back the loss in top end spark. However, there
could be a catch if we now look what happened to this car at RPM. The baseline car had a Load
value of. Looks good so far and the car did make more power at RPM than it did stock. Now to
fix the top end spark loss, we bumped the distributor up 5. This included the "normal" 4 degrees
everyone puts into the car plus the extra spark to compensate for what we lost with the MAF.
Due to what the MAF was telling the EEC, and how it changed Load and advanced the spark 2
degrees, our bump in the base advance made the total spark advance at RPM a bit over 30
degrees. Way too much advance at RPM. It's basically the amount of spark advance that
produces the maximum amount of torque. If you go above or below the MBT point, you lose
torque. As you continue to advance the spark, you'll reach a point in the curve called BDL spark
or Borderline spark. This is the amount of spark advance where the engine just begins to knock.
Raising the octane value of the fuel moves the BDL point higher up. Now came the question of
what to do. Should we lower the base advance to get the bottom end power back and sacrifice
some top end power, or leave it alone? However, should we go for the top end power, but
sacrifice the bottom end? That choice is up to the owner. Now of course all this might go the
other way depending on the MAF. It's really hard to tell what you are going to end up with.
Another thing the '94 - '95 cars do with spark is retarding it during a shift. Any time the throttle
is moved from a more closed position to a more open position, it can pull out some timing.
When you shift a 5spd car, most people lift off the gas during the shift. The EEC senses this,
and when you push on the gas again it pulls some timing out. The older EEC didn't have this
'feature'. You lose more torque during a shift on a car than a 93 or older car. Why did Ford do
this?? We think warranty. Ford had to replace a zillion T-5's in the older cars. A lot of them
broke due to overshifting and power shifting, but a lot of them broke as a result of too much
transient torque. If you could reduce the torque output of the engine during a shift, the transient
torque would be lower. The trans wouldn't break as easily, and thus the Tip-in Retard was born.
How much timing is pulled out during a shift varies, but it can pull out as much as 15 degrees.
There is not much you can do to 'fix' this except by re-calibrating the EEC. The automatic cars
have a torque modulation strategy installed in them to vary spark during shifts. When the EEC
thinks it's time to change gears, it can pull out massive amounts of timing so the shift is nice
and smooth. As far as we know there are two reasons for this. First is warranty. The AODE trans
is not all that strong in stock form. By reducing the torque during shifts, you can extend its life.
Second is shift feel. For some reason Ford doesn't want you to 'feel' the car shift. Ever notice
that just about all Ford vehicles with electronic transmissions shift like Town cars, smooth and
sloppy. Even performance vehicles like Mustangs and Lightnings have weak kneed shifting.
What fun is that? The downside to this smooth, sloppy shifting is increased wear. Ford tends to
slip the trans too much during gear changes slowly burning it up. Manually shift your car, and
you'll see it shifts much better. During manual shifts you run through different sections of the
trans control strategy. They did not spark retard during shifts and could actually shift quite well.
They broke more often, but shifting was better. Adding a shift kit to a car can help the shift feel
by increasing fluid pressures inside the trans, but this does nothing to the engine torque loss
during a shift. So you can probably see, tuning a Mustang can be tricky. The engine remained
basically the same, but the brains controlling it changed. Wiring a Fuel Injected 5. The purpose
of this page is to describe the wiring modifications necessary to install a SEFI 5. These are the
steps I went through to run the motor shown to the right. Your install may vary Computer
Install: Location of the computer is critical to determine wire routing. There are several options
for location, such as along the pass kick panel and behind the Glove box. Location will be
determined by the availability of space. This location provided the best clearance. The following
photos detail the installation:. Assembly of bracketry: Bracket was formed up from 18 gage
sheet stock using this PDF File ; graciously designed and passed forward by Jason5. EEC
mount was salvage from wrecking yard. Fasteners from local hardware store:. Locating
Computer : The follow photos depict the location of the bracket installed, and the location of the

firewall feed thru hole for the main EFI loom. This location clears the defroster ducts as well as
all existing wiring. It also leaves space for installation of the various relays and MAP sensor.
Check out Jeff Gordon's version of the same concept. Excellant idea to lower the bracket and
use the top to mount components. These include numerous ready made harnesses on the
market. Each of these are top quality and provide a much simpler method of connecting your
wiring. For me, I felt that the best way to know my car and my system was to touch every wire
and understand it's function. I felt I would have a better chance of troubleshooting if I
understood the wiring completely. Also, I prefer to take the lowest cost but often the most labor
intensive route. So, to that end, I chose to take a factory harness from an Mustang and modify.
The photo to the right shows the complete harness disassembled and rerouted to it's final
configuration. This is the way my harness looked as installed in the car. It should include:. Main
loom,. O2 loom a Y shaped cable that connects the 2 O2 sensors to the main loom ,. Injector
loom the small harness that connects the injectors and sensors to the main loom through the
large black and white connectors. I chose to hide as much of the wiring as possible under the
dash and leave only the necessary wiring in the engine compartment. This meant changing the
lengths and routing of essentially every wire. The EEC system is very sensitive and crimped
connections can cause all kinds of problems down stream. The original harness was completely
unwrapped; all coverings and tape were removed. Each wire was cleaned using a rag and
ordinary hand cleaner GoJo. Each wire was inspected for cracks, frays, nicks, burns, or any
other damage. Each connector was inspected for cracks, burns, dirt, or wear and replaced if
needed. Taking the time to fix now will save time later. Use zip or twist ties to temp route your
wires. The Ford Fuel Injection, and Detailed Wiring Diagrams links shown to the right covered
most everything needed in order to understand and rework the harness. Study these two
websites in detail to see how the harness and sensors work. Page 6 specifically can be used as
a guide to harness rework. I copied the wiring table to a spreadsheet and made a checksheet so
I could verify each wire correctly. Use this list of wires and it's preceeding schematic in
conjunction with the pin out shown on the first and second diagrams on the VeryUseful site to
get see the total scope of the affected wires. Also, pay attention to the Harness Ignition Circuit ,
as there are wires which are not on the table but must be run in conjuction with the harness
layout. These include the Tach lead, Coil Leads, and 12V start and run circuits. Lay the harness
out on a large work surface so you can route the wires as needed. Using the table listing of the
harness, trace each wire to it's intended location. The 10 pin connector table located at the
bottom of Page 6 will aid in tracing wires going into the injector loom. In several cases you may
choose to cut and reroute the wire to place the sensor, relay, or plug in a different location. In
particular, you will be changing the lengths and locations of connections because much of the
loom was routed to the front left side of the engine bay battery location of a Fox Mustang , and
you are relocating to either right side or under dash. Work through the sensor, injectors, and
gage wiring first, leaving the power and ground wires for last. Using this diagram allows you do
establish a power distribution which reduces the number of power connections to the rest of
the vehicle. The 4 relays, along with the MAF and test port can be relocated under the dash,
reducing clutter under the hood. It is not necessary to disassemble the main 60 pin connector to
perform this mod. The connector I had was cracked so I chose to disassemble and replace. FFI
sells all the replacement connectors for this harness. You'll need to get a VSS from a local
autoparts store, and modify your speedo cable , or If so, then you'll need to leave your WOT cut
out wire switch and hook it up. If not, then you can remove all associated wiring. Pins 31, 32,
and 38 aren't even shown on the FFI diagram. You most likely won't be running the smog
system. The computer will throw error codes for this but that's ok. Or, you can leave the wires
and install resistors in line to trick the computer using resistors. You'll need to leave all the
wiring to the EGR, but fool it into thinking it's hooked up. I removed my EGR spacer completely
and plugged the coolant lines. Then I installed a billet spacer bought off Ebay. Gives you more
space to run your MAF tubing. I did not hook up the NSS There's a Low Oil wiring that runs
along with the O2 harness. This can be removed. In many cases you will be running new wires.
Try to use the original wire to the greatest extent possible, as it has the proper color coding. If
you have to splice in new wires, they must be marked for future reference. I used adhesive
backed lables, marked the EEC connector pin number, and then covered in clear heat shrink.
Mark approximately every 10". Start Only - Starter solenoid rear terminal S. Run Only - Stud on
back of key switch. Harness in and out Pinouts. Harness Installation : Carefully feed the harness
through the cutout in the firewall. I fed the harness from under dash outward, as this was the
smallest amount of wires to move. The wires were laid over the motor to determine approximate
locations. There were 14 under dash connections that needed to be fed from scratch or spliced
into the main vehicle underdash harness. These were:. Grounds all to one ground point. This
panel is fed directly off the battery positive. After each wire is connected, the car was started

and tested. After the electrical functions have been verified, the harness lengths were adjusted
by routing and cutting out excess wire lengths. The harness can then be wrapped or covered
with harness sheathing, and stowed as desired. The following photos detail the installation:
Assembly of bracketry: Bracket was formed up from 18 gage sheet stock using this PDF File ;
graciously designed and passed forward by Jason5. Fasteners from local hardware store:
Locating Computer : The follow photos depict the location of the bracket installed, and the
location of the firewall feed thru hole for the main EFI loom. VSS Cable connects the VSS plug
of the main loom to the VSS sensor on the speedometer cable I chose to hide as much of the
wiring as possible under the dash and leave only the necessary wiring in the engine
compartment. Glen Buzek. Detailed Wiring Diagrams Must see. Mustangs and Fords. Correcting
a Surging Idle. Mustangs Plus. Painless Harness Install good ref. Ron Morris. Pete Kvitek's
Helpful data. To aid you in correctly identifying the connector pins, the back side of the
connector wire side is embossed with a few numbers. Here are some very important safety
precautions when testing the wires coming out of the pin PCM connector. I've made every effort
to double and triple check the above info and in the next couple of pages and I've used the best
sources to compile it but nothing in life is perfect. I don't have a staff of proof readers or
editors, I'm just a little guy typing this stuff up in my spare time to help and give back to the
Do-It-Yourself community. So without further ado, here's my disclaimer:. If you do spot errors,
please let me know. You can use the contact form at the end of the article. Some people dream
of things that never were and ask, Why not? As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small
commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your
purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you
solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2. All Articles: 4. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned
from the site! The EEC-V PCM has a pin connector and on the back side of the connector wire
side are embossed a few numbers on the back side to further aid you in correctly identifying the
pins circuits. Here are some very important safety precautions when testing the wires coming
out of the pin PCM connector. I've made every effort to double and triple check the above info
and in the n
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ext couple of pages and I've used the best sources to compile it but nothing in life is perfect. I
don't have a staff of proof readers or editors, I'm just a little guy typing this stuff up in my spare
time to help and give back to the Do-It-Yourself community. So without further ado, here's my
disclaimer:. If you do spot errors, please let me know. You can use the contact form at the end
of the article. All Articles: 4. Many solutions were suggested for this problem, but most of these
were largely concerned with the movement of small green pieces of paper, which was odd
because on the whole it wasn't the small green pieces of paper that were unhappy! As an
Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon
product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real
diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2. Do NOT follow this
link or you will be banned from the site! AIRD Solenoid 4.

